Abstract-This paper applies semiparametric regression models using penalized splines to investigate the profile of well-being over the life span. Using data from the British Household Panel Survey (BHPS) and the German Socio-Economic Panel Study (SOEP), the analysis shows a common, and quite similar, age-specific pattern of life satisfaction for both Britain and Germany that can be characterized by three age stages. The evidence suggests that the U-shaped profile is a good approximation of decreasing and increasing well-being in the first and second stage. After people reached their late 60s, however, a decline in well-being is found in the third stage.
a U-shape of well-bing over the life span, the psychological literature finds evidence in favor of the opposite view of an inverted U-shape. Second, the U-shape that empirical economists advocate seems to contradict the hypothesis of declining utility that follows from theoretical considerations on aging processes.
We attempt to solve these contradictions by revealing the path of well-being over the life span with semiparametric regression models using penalized splines (P-splines). We suspect that the relationship between well-being and age found in empirical analyses is predetermined by the quadratic functional forms used in such analyses. However, this parameterization is clearly limited because it is not possible to capture a relationship that is characterized by a higher degree of flexibility as described by either a U-shape or an inverted U-shape. Thus, a methodological contribution of our study to the well-being literature is to apply a semiparametric regression approach that does not rely on an a priori specification of the functional form of the estimation equation. Moreover, our analysis contributes to an understanding of how individuals perceive the process of aging and how they evaluate the overall quality of their lives in various life stages. Research in this field may help people develop a realistic picture of aging, and knowledge of the path of well-being over the life span may be relevant for economic and political decision makers aiming at increasing people's well-being (Layard, 2005b; Stiglitz, Sen, & Fitoussi, 2009 ).
The paper is organized as follows. Some theoretical considerations on well-being over the life span are provided in section II. Section III briefly summarizes selected pieces of existing empirical research. Our estimation strategy and data are introduced in sections IV and V, respectively. Section VI presents the empirical evidence, and section VII provides concluding comments.
II. Theoretical Considerations
In this section, we present some theoretical considerations on the relationship between aging and well-being. We begin with a clarification of the meaning of the term aging by briefly describing the forces underlying the process of aging. After that, we explain how economic theory reflects the fact that individuals get older. Finally, the relationship between self-reported measures of well-being and utility is illuminated.
Aging is supposed to be driven by biological and psychological forces. Biological research suggests that genes involved in maintenance and repair of cells influence aging and longevity (Kirkwood, 1996; Hasty et al., 2003; Schumacher, Garinis, & Hoeijmakers, 2008) . Cumulative cell damages lead to an increasing probability of death with age, so that a characteristic feature of aging is the human mortality pattern (Riggs, 1992) . Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between aging and mortality: the age-specific mortality rates remain nearly constant at a low level until about the fifth decade of life and increase rapidly thereafter. Also, aging is associated with psychological changes: similar to the decline in physiological body functioning, cognitive performance decreases with age. This applies particularly to fluid intelligence such as problem-solving skills, whereas crystallized intelligence, such as the ability to draw on experiences, and personality remain stable into old age (McArdle et al., 2002) . Thus, aging can be described as a process of progressive deterioration that follows a peak in vitality in early adulthood (Kirkwood, 1985) . Grossman (1972) incorporates considerations about biological and psychological forces of aging in a theoretical framework for the analysis of the demand for health. Aging is treated as a process of deterioration of physical strength and memory capacity. The model derives demand functions for health care and health by maximizing an individual's utility subject to a health production function and a budget constraint. From the time profile of health that the individual selects, it is possible to draw conclusions about the path of utility over the life span, which is of interest for this study.
Following Wagstaff (1986) , an individual's utility u at age t can be described as
where s denotes sick time and Z is a consumption commodity related to utility according to some function g(·). α 1 < 0 and 0 < α 2 < 1 are parameters of the utility function chosen such that utility declines with sick time (at a decreasing rate), reflecting that an increase in sick time implies that less time The utility profiles are simulated making standard assumptions about the signs of the Grossman-type model parameters, for example, health capital is assumed to depreciate at an increasing rate with age. Different depreciation rates reflect, for example, differences in genetic endowments and in the exposition to environmental pollution. The model is described in detail in Wagstaff (1986) .
is available for market and nonmarket activities. Sick time is a function of health capital, H, such that
where θ 1 , θ 2 > 0. The age-related change in health capital depends on gross investment and the depreciation of health capital. In this context, biological and psychological processes of aging find expression in an increasing depreciation of health capital over the life cycle. In the literature, it is usual to impose restrictions on the utility function to simplify the analysis; for example, utility is assumed to be strongly separable and cross-price effects may be ruled out. The model predicts that the demand for health capital decreases with age because "biological factors associated with aging raise the price of health capital" (Grossman, 1972, 240) . As a result, it can be shown under quite general assumptions that utility declines, at least after some point in the life cycle, due to the deterioration of the health stock. Figure 2 gives an example of the utility profile over the life span that results from a Grossman-type model under standard assumptions about the signs of the model parameters. The three graphs describe time profiles of utility assuming different depreciation rates, which may reflect differences in genetic endowments and in exposition to environmental pollution, for instance. From figure 2, it follows that utility declines significantly after some point in the life cycle. The reason for that is that the deterioration of health leads to an increase in sick time. Furthermore, the graphs indicate that the higher the depreciation rate is, the earlier in life utility starts to decline.
Thus, the question arises whether a decline in utility, as expected on theoretical grounds, can also be found in empirical data. In order to answer this question, we use survey questions about how satisfied people are with their lives in general or with specific areas of their lives to measure well-being (or utility) directly. This approach has received widespread acceptance among economists in recent years (Frey & Stutzer, 2002b; Layard, 2005a) . Answers to such survey questions are typically measured on a discrete scale ranging from, for example, 0 (completely dissatisfied) to 156 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS 10 (completely satisfied). Blanchflower and Oswald (2004) suggest formalizing the relationship between self-reported well-being, r, and latent utility, u, as follows:
Equation (3) says that utility depends on demographic and personal characteristics denoted by the vector x. Moreover, the general formulation in equation (3) takes into account that the relationship between utility and its determinants may change over time t. Self-reported well-being and utility are related through the function h(·) that is assumed to be continuous and nondifferentiable such that it increases in steps as u increases. Finally, e denotes other factors, including measurement errors, that may interfere with the relationship between self-reports and utility. When specifying a well-being function for estimation purposes, one has to take into account that we cannot expect to observe all age-related changes in individual characteristics. In particular, if, as it is custom in microlevel data, only basic health indicators are available, then the agerelated deterioration of health capital is partly unobserved. These otherwise unobserved effects may, however, be captured in an econometric model by including an individual's age in the estimation equation. As a result, given incomplete information about an individual's state of health, it can be hypothesized that (self-reported) well-being declines after some stage in the life cycle. Before we submit this hypothesis to an empirical test, we look at some selected pieces of previous research in the next section.
III. Literature Review
Previous empirical studies investigating the relationship between self-reported well-being and age can be divided into two major groups: those that support the view that the relationship is U-shaped and those that are inconsistent with it. The former are mostly economic studies, whereas the latter often come from the field of psychology. This section introduces some selected work from these respective positions.
In the psychology literature, three components of subjective well-being are identified: pleasant (positive) and unpleasant (negative) affects represent emotional responses, whereas life satisfaction is regarded as the cognitive aspect of well-being (Lucas, Diener, & Suh, 1996; Diener et al., 1999) . Empirical investigations of these components of wellbeing present the following results: the analysis of Mroczek and Kolarz (1998) indicates a curvilinear effect of age on the positive affect. Correspondingly, Charles, Reynolds, and Gatz (2001) find that the negative affect decreases with age, which is attributed to the fact that people more successfully construct environments that promote well-being as they grow older. Hence, one can conclude that the overall improvement of the affective state contributes to an increase in subjective well-being over the life cycle. With respect to life satisfaction, Mroczek and Spiro (2005) find an inverted U-shape with a peak at age 65 in a sample of approximately 2,000 male respondents aged 40 to 85 years from the Veterans Affairs Normative Aging Study. Easterlin (2006) analyzes pseudo-panel data (repeated cross sections) from the General Social Survey (GSS) of the United States by applying a refined variant of demographers' birth cohort analysis. An ordered logit regression of happiness on age (and its square) indicates an inverted U-shaped relationship between well-being and age while controlling for year of birth, sex, race, and education. The path of certain domain satisfactions over time is regarded as the underlying reason for this pattern: the inclining part of the curve up to midlife is supposed to result from the growth in satisfaction with family life and work. Later in life, a deterioration of health and decreasing satisfaction with family life leads to an overall reduction in life satisfaction.
Using the West Germany subsample of the SocioEconomic Panel Study (SOEP) and applying structural equation modeling, Schilling (2006) finds a high monotonic stability of life satisfaction within one year. Adaptation is considered to be responsible for the rather unchanged satisfaction levels across the life span. However, a limitation of this study is that it does not control for socioeconomic characteristics such as sex, education, or health. Kassenboehmer and Haisken-DeNew (2008) , who also use data from the SOEP, do not find an age effect when controlling for socioeconomic characteristics, individual specific fixed effects, years of participation in the panel, and interviewer characteristics.
Early empirical evidence in favor of the U-shaped wellbeing profile over the life span is provided in Latten (1989) . Using approximately 3,000 Dutch respondents aged 18 years and older from four waves of the Quality of Life Survey carried out between 1974 and 1983, the estimation of thirdorder polynomial regressions indicates that life satisfaction declines from the age of 30 onward and reaches a minimum in midlife between the ages of 50 and 60. Higher occurrence of tensions at home and illnesses are discussed as reasons for the decline in well-being. From the age of 55 onward, an increase in satisfaction is detected. A persuasive explanation of the higher levels of well-being in old age is, however, not given. Using data from the Euro-Barometer Survey Series, Di Tella et al. (2003) provide evidence that the life cycle pattern of well-being in each of the twelve countries in their data set can be described by a U-shaped profile.
The U-shaped well-being profile is also found in some more recent studies. For example, Blanchflower and Oswald (2004) , using data from both the GSS and the Eurobarometer Survey, find the minimum of well-being to be around the age of 40. They hypothesize that a process of adaptation to circumstances is at work: "Perhaps, by the middle of their lives, people relinquish some of their aspirations and thereby come to enjoy life more" (p. 1375). On the basis of large international data sets, Blanchflower and Oswald (2008) describe a general life cycle pattern that has a minimum between 40 and 50 years of age for most countries. The authors use multivariate regression analysis controlling for socioeconomic characteristics, fixed-year effects, and cohort effects. In addition to a quadratic specification of the model, the authors also use dummy variables comprising age groups of five years. The results suggest a second turning point later in life, and from that point on, the well-being curve turns down. Analyzing the age distribution of hedonic well-being in the United States, Stone et al. (2010) detect U-shaped age profiles that are characterized by increased well-being after the age of 50 years.
Clark (2007) approaches the research question in a similar fashion. Using respondents aged 16 to 64 years of the British Household Panel Survey (BHPS), the analysis investigates to what extent the U-shaped well-being profile is caused by cohort effects. The central research question is to disentangle age and cohort effects using fixed-effects regressions that control for the cohort effect as part of the individual specific fixed effect. Including age dummies representing five-year age blocks allows the estimation of the relationship between well-being and age in a nonparametric way. In addition, the regressions control for fixed-year effects, including wave dummies. The results indicate that even after controlling for cohort and period effects, the U-shape can still be found in the data. This approach that Clark suggested has been adopted by two recent studies using German data (Van Landeghem, 2009; Gwozdz and Sousa-Poza, 2010) .
Additional references to economic studies supporting the U-shaped well-being profile can be found in Blanchflower and Oswald (2004) , Clark and Oswald (2006), and Clark (2007) . Diener and Suh (1997) provide a comprehensive review of the psychology literature.
IV. Estimation Strategy
Since the literature proposes different parameterizations of the well-being profile over the life span, it is not obvious how to construct a parametric model for this functional relation. In order to avoid ambiguities in this regard, this paper applies a semiparametric regression approach that allows flexible estimation of a nonspecific, smooth function. This approach does not require a priori assumptions about the functional form of the relation between well-being and age and at the same time allows controlling for individual aspects and socioeconomic characteristics.
A semiparametric regression model consists of a parametric part and a nonparametric part. 1 In our case, the parametric part consists of the linear effects of a number of socioeconomic covariates subsumed in the vector c. The nonparametric component represents the presumably nonlinear function η(·) relating the measured life satisfaction y it to the 1 So-called nonparametric models involve large numbers of parameters that cannot be interpreted individually. Instead, the shape of the function is the main point of interest. For a general introduction to nonparametric regression methods see, for example, Fahrmeir, Kneib, and Lang (2007, chap. 7 ). An extensive description of nonparametric methods for longitudinal data can be found in Wu and Zhang (2006) . age a it of an individual i at time t. The deterministic components of the semiparametric model are further supplemented by an independent random error ε it . Thus, the model equation can be presented as
We choose P-splines to estimate the smooth function η(·) in our model. P-spline regression is a popular smoothing technique introduced by Eilers and Marx (1996) . In a P-spline model, the function of interest is represented by a weighted sum of basis functions whose weights are estimated from data. In order to guarantee the smoothness of the resulting function, a penalty on the weights is included in the estimation equation. 2 There are two common formulations of a P-spline model: one can either use a B-spline basis or truncated power functions. These representations are equivalent: B-splines can be constructed from truncated power functions (de Boor, 1978) , and the model fit is the same for corresponding representations (Ruppert, Wand, & Carroll, 2003) . However, the truncated power function basis is easier to implement and interpret because the global part is a polynomial of chosen degree with local deviations from that polynomial. Therefore, we choose cubic truncated power functions as the basis of our P-spline models.
P-spline regression provides a consistent estimate of η(·) (Yu & Ruppert, 2002; Hall & Opsomer, 2005) . This one and other aspects of the asymptotic behavior of P-spline estimators have been explored in detail recently, for example, in Li and Ruppert (2008) , Opsomer (2009), and Kauermann, Krivobokova, and Fahrmeir (2009) .
In contrast to other smoothing techniques, the location and number of knots are not crucial to the performance of a P-spline regression (Ruppert, 2002; Li & Ruppert, 2008) . Therefore, in a practical setting, the number of knots can be selected roughly. The locations of the knots can be determined in either spacing them equally over the range of the independent variable or locating them at equal sample quantiles. Following Ruppert et al. (2003) , we use the latter method and choose 15 knots, which is equal to 16 subsets of the data set, each containing 6.25% of the observations. To ensure that the number of knots is sufficient to capture the variability of η(·), we conducted further estimations based on 31 knots. The resulting curves are very similar to those based on 15 knots, and that indicates the robustness of our findings with respect to the number and location of knots (see the online appendix).
In a P-spline model, the degree of smoothness of the estimated function is controlled by the parameter regulating the extent of the penalty, which is often called a smoothing 158 THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS parameter. A small value of the smoothing parameter leads to a comparatively rough curve, whereas large values lead in the limit to a polynomial curve. Since the choice of the smoothing parameter affects the shape of the estimated function, an adequate value has to be selected. There are various algorithms for an automated smoothing parameter selection that select the optimal value on the basis of a particular criterion, including Akaike's information criterion (AIC) and a (generalized) cross-validation criterion (Eilers & Marx, 1996; Wand, 1999; Aerts, Claeskens, & Wand, 2002) . These methods require a lot of computation, since the P-spline model has to be estimated for each considered value of the smoothing parameter before the respective criterion values can be compared.
An attractive alternative to such two-step methods is provided by the mixed-model representation of P-splines, which we use in this paper. Brumback, Ruppert, and Wand (1999) were the first to state that the P-spline estimator for a given smoothing parameter value λ is equivalent to the best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP) in a corresponding linear mixed-effects model. In this formulation, some of the coefficients associated with the basis functions of the P-spline model are interpreted as random effects with variance σ 2 u , and the smoothing parameter λ equals the ratio of the variance components λ = σ 2 ε /σ 2 u (Ruppert et al., 2003) . This implies a straightforward optimal choice of the smoothing parameter, namely, the (restricted) maximum likelihood estimatê λ =σ 2 ε /σ 2 u . The asymptotic properties of P-spline estimators are also valid within this framework (Kauermann et al., 2009) .
Thus, the mixed-model representation of P-splines has the big advantage that only one estimation is necessary to obtain an estimate of η(·) with an optimal amount of smoothing (Ruppert et al., 2003) . This and the possibility of using efficient mixed-model software reduce the computational effort considerably. Moreover, the mixed-model representation allows estimating a smooth function also in the panel data context, because further random effects, such as an individual random intercept, can be directly included in the estimated mixed model. For these reasons, we use the mixed-model representation to estimate our semiparametric models.
In order to secure the interpretations of the estimated curves, we assess the uncertainty of the results using pointwise confidence intervals at each age. The corresponding confidence levels are adjusted for multiple testing by the Bonferroni method. Each of the 83 pointwise confidence intervals has a level of 99.94% = (1 − 5/83) × 100%, such that the joint level of the confidence intervals is 95%. Since the Bonferroni method is a conservative correction method, the joint type 1 error probability is at most 5% (Pigeot, 2000) . Recently a method to construct simultaneous confidence bands for P-spline models has been proposed by Krivobokova, Kneib, and Claeskens (2010) and Wiesenfarth, Krivobokova, & Klasen (2010) , which could yield a less conservative result. However, so far, their method is not applicable to panel data sets such as those used in this study.
We account for the within-subject correlation in following a generalized least squares (GLS) approach. According to this, the penalized least squares estimator is weighted by the covariance matrix of the observations. 3 As the GLS estimator, under the normality assumption is equivalent to the corresponding (restricted) maximum likelihood estimator, one could alternatively incorporate an individual specific random effect in the semiparametric mixed model. However, the GLS transformation has the advantage in practical use that it renders the estimation of the linear mixed model considerably faster. We use the command -xtmixed-, available in Stata 10 MP, to estimate our semiparametric panel model.
Finally, the estimation strategy to investigate the relationship between well-being and age has to deal with the identification problem of age, period, and cohort effects. The identifiability of age-period-cohort effects has been discussed at length in the empirical literature (Mason et al., 1973; Markus, 1983) . The identification problem arises because of the fact that age = period − cohort makes the effects indistinguishable (Clayton & Schifflers, 1987a , 1987b . A solution to the collinearity problem is to decide between an age-period model (assuming no unobserved cohort effects) and an age-cohort model (assuming no unobserved period effects) when investigating the relationship between wellbeing and age. We propose an age-period model that captures the cohort effect through several causal variables. 4 The ageperiod model includes, in addition to the standard controls, T − 1 dummy variables for the year of the survey capturing period fixed effects, such as effects of the inflation rate and unemployment rate, which were found to be important influences on well-being (Di Tella et al., 2001; Di Tella, MacCulloch, & Oswald, 2003) . As a check of robustness, we also estimated age-cohort models. The results from the age-cohort models can be found in the online appendix.
V. Data
The data used in this paper are based on the British Household Panel Survey (BHPS) and the German Socio-Economic Panel Study (SOEP). Both are representative longitudinal 3 In practice, we eliminate the correlation structure in the data set by transforming it with the inverse root of the covariance matrix Cov(y) (−1/2) and estimate a semiparametric model assuming independent and identically distributed errors. We estimate the covariance matrix in a first-step parametric GLS regression using the Swamy-Arora method implemented in Stata 10 MP (command -xtreg-) (Swamy & Arora, 1972) . The model specification of the first-step regression includes a third-degree polynomial of age in addition to the considered socioeconomic control variables (for details, see the online appendix). 4 In an economic context, the cohort effect may represent the consequences of the entrance of a large birth cohort on the labor market (Welch, 1979) . In addition, the cohort effect may also reflect the exposure to certain environmental circumstances, such as poor nutrition in the period after World War II. However, these effects can be directly controlled for in the regression equation. For example, we are able to model the increased risk of being unemployed faced by members of large birth cohorts directly, including the current labor force status, in the regression. Long-term consequences of poor nutrition are captured by the health-related variables. As a consequence, we believe that an age-period model controlling for cohort-specific characteristics is most suitable for the question investigated in our study. SOEP 1986 SOEP -2007 SOEP (without 1990 SOEP , 1993 . BHPS 1996 BHPS -2006 BHPS (without 2001 studies of households that survey the same respondents annually. The data are highly suitable for this analysis because questions about well-being are central to these studies (Taylor et al. 2006; Wagner, Frick, & Schupp, 2007) . 5 In the SOEP, life satisfaction is ascertained by the following question: "How satisfied are you with your life, all things considered?" The response is measured on an 11-point scale ranging from 0 (completely dissatisfied) to 10 (completely satisfied). The distribution of life satisfaction in Germany is shown in figure 3 . The respondents report an average level of 6.9. The median is 7, and the most frequent score (mode) in the sample is 8.
The BHPS collects detailed information about how people assess their satisfaction with their lives asking the following question: "How dissatisfied or satisfied are you with your life overall?" Responses are measured on a 7-point scale ranging from 1 (not satisfied at all) to 7 (completely satisfied). The distribution of life satisfaction in Britain is also shown in figure 3 . In Britain, the average level of life satisfaction is 5.2. The median is 5, and the most frequent score (mode) in the sample is 6. Unfortunately, the question regarding people's life satisfaction was not asked in the BHPS before 1996 or in 2001.
Ferrer -i-Carbonell and Frijters (2004) show that assuming ordinality or cardinality of satisfaction scores makes little difference to the results of regression analyses. Hence, we are able to apply econometric models designed for continuous response variables.
In order to disentangle the relationship between subjective well-being and age, it is important to control for further socioeconomic characteristics associated with the level of 5 The data used in this paper are extracted using the add-on package PanelWhiz v2.0 (November 2007) for Stata. PanelWhiz was written by John P. Haisken-DeNew ( john@panelwhiz.eu). The PanelWhiz-generated DO file to retrieve the SOEP and BHPS data used here and any PanelWhiz plug-ins are available on request. Any data or computational errors in this paper are our own. Haisken-DeNew and Hahn (2006) describe PanelWhiz in detail.
utility. In particular, health status is a well-known determinant of well-being (Easterlin, 2005) . Both the SOEP and the BHPS provide information about the respondents' health status. We use respondents' disability status and the number of nights stayed in hospital in the SOEP data set. These objective health measures are less prone to measurement errors and the issue of endogeneity-problems that may occur using the self-reported health status (Jäckle & Himmler, 2010) . Unfortunately, the information about the numbers of nights stayed in a hospital is not available for 1990 or 1993, so we are not able to use the respective waves. In the BHPS, we generate a dummy variable indicating whether a respondent experienced poor health issues resulting from problems with arms, legs, hands, sight, hearing, skin conditions/allergy, chest/breathing, heart/blood pressure, stomach or digestion, diabetes, anxiety, depression, alcohol or drugs, epilepsy, migraine, cancer, stroke, and other problems.
Furthermore, we exclude the data collected at the first and second interviews of each person from the SOEP sample because of panel and learning effects (Landua, 1993; Ehrhardt, Saris, & Veenhoven, 2000) . After all, the SOEP sample consists of 20 waves from 1986 to 2007 excluding 1990 and 1993. In contrast, we refrain from excluding observations from the BHPS because the period for which data are available is considerably shorter than in the SOEP, so our BHPS sample contains observations of ten waves from 1996 to 2006 excluding 2001 (because of the missing life satisfaction question). The descriptive statistics of the variables used in the analyses can be found in tables 2 and 3 in the appendix.
VI. Empirical Evidence
In this section, we analyze the relationship between life satisfaction and age using the semiparametric regression approach introduced in section IV. We explore the smooth functions describing three age stages of life satisfaction over the life span in section VIA. In section VIB, we discuss 
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-Life Satisfaction over the Life Span in Britain and Germany
The ticks above the x-axes mark the locations of the K = 15 knots used in the semiparametric regressions. The shaded areas show 95% Bonferroni-corrected confidence intervals for the expected value of life satisfaction.
Source: BHPS 1996 -2006 (without 2001 ), SOEP 1986 -2007 (without 1990 , 1993 ).
well-being over the life span with respect to specific areas of life. We conduct a comparison between parametric and semiparametric regressions conducted in section VIC.
A. Three Age Stages of Life Satisfaction
The following discussion looks at the smooth functions in figure 4 that were estimated on the basis of cubic truncated power functions with fifteen knots located at equal sample quantiles. The estimation results of the parametric components can be found in the online appendix. The graphs with their narrow confidence bands show a common three-phase pattern describing the course of well-being over the life span. In the first age stage, the smooth functions indicate a negative, approximately linear trend up to the beginning of the fifth life decade in Germany. Over a period of 35 years, individuals suffer a decrease in life satisfaction of about 0.7 points on the 11-point scale. The total loss is equivalent to an average annual decline of 0.7/35 = 0.02 points. In order to compensate for the annual loss in well-being, an increase in income of roughly 4% per year is required, other things being constant (see table 1). 6 For Britain, the graph shows a slightly curved line (not straight downward) until respondents near the age of 50. This reduction corresponds to a compensation income variation (CIV) of 14% each year.
A common explanation of the decline in well-being is that people in this life stage have relatively higher aspirations and expectations that are not met by the circumstances (Oswald, 1997; Frey & Stutzer, 2002a) . Building on results from research on the psychology of time and aging, we introduce a new possible explanation of the decline in life 6 The calculation of the compensating income variation (CIV) was carried out as follows. In Germany, the effect of the logarithm of household income is estimated to be 0.5 (see the online appendix). This means that an increase in income of 1% brings an increase in well-being of 0.005 points on the 11-point scale. Hence, a reduction in life satisfaction of 0.02 points requires a CIV of 4%. The calculation is analogous for Britain. Δ LS denotes the change in life satisfaction over the duration of the life stage. CIV is the compensating income variation required in each year to compensate for the decrease or increase in life satisfaction per annum.
satisfaction. It is well established in the psychology literature that the perception of time changes as people grow older. An early account comes from the pioneer psychologist William James: "The same space of time seems shorter as we grow older" (James, 1981, 588) . In recent decades, the psychology literature has provided extensive support for the hypothesis that people have the impression that time passes more quickly with advancing age (Lemlich, 1975; Baum, Boxley, & Sokolowski, 1984; Schroots & Birren, 1990; Craik & Hay, 1999) . The age-induced decrease in metabolism, the general decline in biological activity, and the slowing of the internal biological clock are possible causes resulting in a change in the perception of time (for an overview, see Block, Zakay, & Hancock, 1998) . In this context, neuroscientific research provides evidence that aging disrupts memory performance (Anderson et al., 2000) .
What are the implications of the fact that subjective time accelerates with aging for the satisfaction scores collected annually in the SOEP and the BHPS? Although the wording of the questionnaires does not refer to a particular time period, it is plausible to assume that the respondents base their evaluation of their lives over a certain time interval. For example, people may assess their overall well-being in the previous year. The literature we have cited suggests that equal-sized real-time intervals are connected to decreasing subjective time intervals because of the perceived acceleration of time. The underlying reasons may also produce an effect on subjective well-being: reduced biological activity and lower episodic memory performance are supposed to lead to a diminution in the number of pleasurable experiences and memories processed. This implies that from the perspective of an aging individual, fewer events occur within the annual time intervals that are subjectively perceived as becoming shorter over the life span. As a conclusion, we infer that the smaller number of (pleasurable) events and experiences, which are processed in shorter (subjective) time intervals, also produce less satisfaction.
In the second age stage, a restoration effect on satisfaction occurs. The literature labels this phase as the "gerontological paradox" (Herzog & Markus, 1999, p. 244) . Because this life stage is characterized by multiple losses (for example, spouses and friends die), one would actually expect happiness to decline because of the deterioration of objective conditions. However, individuals exhibit increasing life satisfaction in this age stage. Several reasons could account for this phenomenon. First, rising levels of financial satisfaction, satisfaction with material needs, and satisfaction with human relationships may contribute to an increase in overall life satisfaction (Diener & Suh, 1997; Easterlin, 2006) . A second reason for the increase in satisfaction is supposed to result from adaptation: people lower their expectations and adjust their life goals to their circumstances (Campbell, Converse, & Rodgers, 1976) . Third, people may derive pleasure from anticipating retirement: it seems reasonable to assume that approximately ten years before retirement, people develop more concrete expectations about how they wish to spend their time and that this planning process may induce eager anticipation.
Although an upward trend is clearly seen in both data sets, differences exist between Germany and Britain (see table 1 ). In Germany, life satisfaction increases over a period of about 13 years by approximately 0.3 points on the 11-point scale.
In contrast, the increase in Britain is more sustainable. The British respondents improve their life satisfaction by about 0.7 on the 7-point scale over a period of approximately 22 years. The compensating income variations indicate that the annual positive effect in the second age stage is equal to an increase in income of roughly 5% per year for the German respondents. A considerably higher value is obtained for the British respondents: the increase in life satisfaction is worth an increase in income of 35% per year. However, because the satisfaction scales in the SOEP and the BHPS are not comparable directly and considerably different effects of income on well-being are estimated for both countries, this comparison should be read with caution.
In the third phase, persons over the age of 65 again experience a substantial decline in life satisfaction. We suspect that this life stage is characterized by various events and processes that are not captured by the control variables and may cause a deterioration of well-being. In particular, the decline in satisfaction in the old age stage may be attributed to a deterioration of health capital that is not fully expressed by the rudimentary health indicators used in the regressions. In the context of the state of health, age may capture the effects of terminal decline-the decline in cognitive abilities while people stay physically healthy. Therefore, Mroczek and Spiro (2005) assume that "certain psychological constructs, such as cognitive function or subjective life satisfaction, may be more sensitive indicators of serious underlying medical problems than are traditional physiological variables such as blood pressure" (p. 198). Until the age of 80, the SOEP respondents suffer from a loss in well-being that amounts to 0.5 points on the 11-point scale. Because the decline starts about five years later in Britain, the BHPS respondents experience a reduction in life satisfaction of only approximately 0.1 points (on the seven-point scale) over a period of about ten years. The numbers are equivalent to an annual CIV of 7% and 11% in Germany and Britain, respectively.
The existence of the third life stage clearly confirms the hypothesis derived from economic theory that well-being declines after a certain age. The most remarkable finding in this context is, however, the result that the decline is observed at a relatively late stage in life. Thus, one may conclude that the biological process leading to a reduction in vitality has an impact on well-being only at an old age. This finding also supports the view that the U-shape is actually a good approximation of well-being over the life span until people reach their late 60s.
As a check of robustness, we estimated several extensions to the age-period model. The results are in the online appendix. All models lead to quite similar conclusions and show the three stages of well-being over the life span described in this section.
B. Domain-Specific Satisfaction Profiles
Questions on satisfaction are used not only to get indications of how people assess their life situation as a whole; such questions are also asked about how people evaluate specific areas of their lives. So far, economists' contributions to the research of domain satisfactions have mainly focused attention on income satisfaction and satisfaction with the job (Van Praag, 1971; Freeman, 1978; Clark, 1996; Schwarze, 2003; Wunder et al., 2008) . However, the relationship between domain satisfactions and global life satisfaction received rather little attention from economists. Notable exceptions are the studies by Van Praag, Frijters, and Ferrer-i-Carbonell (2003) , Van Praag and Ferrer-i-Carbonell (2008) , and Easterlin and Sawangfa (2009). These works are based on the idea that global life satisfaction is a function of satisfaction in various life domains. Research in this field brought out that global life satisfaction can be interpreted as the net aggregate of domain satisfactions and that higher satisfaction in a particular life domain contributes to a higher overall life satisfaction.
THE REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS
In what follows, we refer to the domain satisfaction framework to generate further insights into the mechanism underlying the well-being profile over the life span. Our argumentation builds on the notion that the overall assessment of the life situation can be explained on the basis of satisfaction in various areas of life, that is, we rely on the bottomup theory (Diener, 1984) . In order to make a comparison between Britain and Germany again, our study concentrates on the following four areas of life about which the BHPS and the SOEP collect information: satisfaction with household income, satisfaction with housing, satisfaction with health, and satisfaction with the job.
In the BHPS, the information about satisfaction in specific life domains is gathered with the following question: "Please tick the number which you feel best describes how dissatisfied or satisfied you are with the following aspects of your current situation." In contrast, the SOEP respondents are asked: "How satisfied are you today with the following areas of your life?" Once more, it must be stressed that the answers are not comparable directly because they are collected on 7-point and 11-point scales, respectively. However, a qualitative comparison of the direction of the age effect to be derived in the following is feasible.
With respect to the age profiles of satisfaction with the household income and satisfaction with the housing situation, two domain satisfactions that reflect the respondents' evaluations of their financial situation, a clear upward movement begins with the fifth and third life decades, respectively (see figure 5 ). This finding holds for both Britain and Germany. Explanations for the increasing financial contentment can be sought in two directions. On the one hand, unobserved life circumstances may change considerably in the age range from approximately 50 to 65. For example, the obligations to dependent children can be expected to shrink as the grown-up offspring start a financially independent life. This otherwise unobserved reduction in financial responsibilities may be captured by the age effect. On the other hand, following multiple discrepancy theory (Michalos, 1985) , the greater satisfaction of older persons could be a result of the smaller gap between their aspirations and the objective circumstances. That is, persons in this age stage are expected to have more realistic material expectations that are more likely to be met under the prevailing living conditions. Hence, the positive development of the satisfaction with the financial situation is supposed to be one of the principal causes for increasing life satisfaction in the second age stage.
The profile of satisfaction with the job is relatively constant during most of the lifetime (see figure 5 ). 7 However, ten to fifteen years before people reach retirement age, a clear upward trend can be detected. This could reflect the effect of retirement anticipation.
While the domain satisfactions shown so far tend to exhibit quite similar age patterns in both countries, satisfaction with 7 The empirical analysis of job satisfaction is restricted to a subsample of employed persons.
health shows a fundamentally different picture (see the solid curves in the bottom part of figure 5 ). In Britain, health satisfaction is rather stable until the age of 30, followed by a slight decline up to the age of 50. From the age of 50 on, people's subjective evaluation of their health clearly improves. In Germany, on the contrary, health satisfaction declines throughout the whole life span with only a short interruption around the age of 60 years.
These opposing country-specific developments of health satisfaction over the life span found in our study are consistent with results reported by Van Praag and Ferrer-i-Carbonell (2008) . Also using data from the BHPS and SOEP, their study analyzed the determinants of domain satisfactions. On the one hand, the authors found that health satisfaction clearly increases for British workers and nonworkers once they pass the ages of 28 and 32, respectively. On the other hand, they report declining health satisfaction for Germans.
What could be an explanation for this noteworthy difference? Van Praag and Ferrer-i-Carbonell (2008) point out that the health measures provided in the SOEP are rather poor. Hence, the missing information about diseases and impairments can be made responsible, at least in part, for the divergence of the profiles: if relevant health information is omitted from the estimation equation and the state of health is correlated with age, then the inference on the age profile is misleading due to biased estimates of age effects.
A rough guess of the direction of the bias can be made on the basis of the following straightforward considerations. First, age and the incidence of health impairments are correlated positively because people's state of health worsens, on average, as people grow older. Second, those in a poor state of health are expected to report lower health satisfaction scores, which implies that the correlation between the subjective evaluation of health and impairments is negative. As a result, one can infer that the age effect is biased downward when the state of health is not controlled for in the regression.
To further check this supposition, figure 5 also includes health satisfaction profiles obtained from regressions that omit all control variables (see the dashed curves in the bottom part of figure 5 ). The profile for Britain alters considerably: the curve changes its direction, and a decreasing trajectory is found over the full life span. Although the change in the German profile is much smaller, a similar shift of the curve can be observed: the decline in health satisfaction is estimated a little steeper compared to the estimation including covariates. As a conclusion, the shape of the graphs obtained from the regressions omitting all of the control variables supports our hypothesis that the insufficient health information in the SOEP can be held responsible for the finding of different health satisfaction trajectories in both countries. Finally, Van Praag and Ferrer-i-Carbonell (2008) came to the same result: they also find a decreasing age profile for workers in the BHPS data set once they estimate a model specification that ignores health indicators. The ticks above the x-axes mark the locations of the knots used in the semiparametric regressions. Source: BHPS 1996 -2006 (without 2001 ). SOEP 1986 -2007 (without 1990 , 1993 .
C. Comparison of Parametric and Semiparametric Regression Results
The U-shaped well-being profile frequently found in the economic literature provides a good approximation of the course of subjective well-being over the life span until people reach their late 60s. However, the estimated curves presented in this paper show that the quadratic model ignores the second turning point and the downward trend in satisfaction in the third age stage.
This conclusion was confirmed by a statistical test comparing a quadratic age-period model (controlling for the standard socioeconomic variables) with a model including a cubic term (for the variable age). The likelihood ratio test clearly demonstrated ( p-value < 0.001) that the cubic model, including the second turning point, describes the relationship as found in the data significantly better than the quadratic model does. Further investigations suggested the conclusion that the higher the polynomial degree, the better the goodness-of-fit of the respective parametric model. The differences between the parametric curves are due to the limited flexibility of these models to adapt to observed data. When estimating a polynomial regression model of a given degree k, the shape of the estimated curve can be adjusted only by a maximum of k + 1 parameters. As a consequence, assuming a quadratic model, for example, will lead by design to an estimated curve that is either U-shaped or reverse U-shaped.
In order to allow more flexibility in a parametric model, one would have to further increase the polynomial degree of that model. Indeed, a curve that "perfectly" retraces the data in theory could be modeled by a polynomial of the same degree as the number of observations minus 1. But it is certainly not recommended to use polynomial models of an arbitrarily high degree since the estimated curves tend to be too rough and hence difficult to interpret. Furthermore, these models are relatively unstable from a numerical point of view.
By contrast, a semiparametric approach allows flexible estimation of a nonlinear relationship that yields a smooth function. This function can more easily be interpreted as an estimate of the global mean relationship between the variables of interest in the analyzed population. In addition, P-spline regression is an established method whose asymptotic behavior is well known and normal (Yu & Ruppert, 2002; Li & Ruppert, 2008; Kauermann et al., 2009) .
For these reasons, instead of increasing the polynomial degree in the parametric model, we opted for the more flexible semiparametric model to extract the true profile of the relationship between well-being and age from the data. Moreover, we conducted a restricted likelihood ratio test to test if a model cubic in age could adequately describe this relationship. 8 This test confirmed ( p-value < 0.001) that the estimated smooth function describes the relationship in the observed sample significantly better than a cubic polynomial model does.
VII. Conclusion
In this paper, we used self-reported answers to survey questions to look at the pattern of well-being over the life span. This approach reflects the recent upsurge in interest in well-being measures among economists who use self-reports as an empirical approximation of true well-being (or utility). The econometric analysis is based on an age-period model that allows controlling for confounding macroeconomic influences, such as inflation trends, for example, which the literature regards as important influences (Di Tella et al., 2001 , 2003 . As a methodological contribution to the growing literature on subjective well-being, we applied semiparametric regression models using P-splines that have, compared to parametric polynomial curves, the advantage that they do not require a priori assumptions about the underlying functional form. This approach allowed us to reassess the U-shaped profile frequently reported in the economics literature on subjective well-being.
Using data from the BHPS and the SOEP, we inferred that there is a universal three-phase pattern of life satisfaction. In the first age stage, well-being gradually declines over 30 to 35 years. Particularly in Germany, the downward trend has a quite regular shape. This leads us to a new possible explanation of the process: evidence from the psychology literature suggests that a reduction in biological and episodic memory performance alters the perception of time. People perceive the pace of time to speed up with advancing age. The reduction in the number of pleasurable events processed in subjectively shortening time intervals could be held responsible, among other things, for the steady decline in well-being. To the best of our knowledge, this argument has not been put forward in the economic well-being literature yet.
In the second age stage, well-being takes a turn for the better and increases considerably. This restoration effect is more distinctive for Britain than for Germany. The upward trend is supposed to result from changing domain satisfactions as well as adaptive processes. The third age phase is characterized by declining satisfaction in old age, which is in line with economic models that assume a deterioration of health capital. Hence, our conclusion is that the U-shaped profile is a good approximation of the profile of well-being over the life span until people reach their late 60s. SOEP 1986 SOEP -2007 SOEP (without 1990 SOEP , 1993 .
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